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03-06

In order to solve more complex problems you must no" learn

bow to perform the operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication,

and divisicn with polynomials. A polynomial is the indicated

sum of monomials. A monomial is a term which is either a numeral,

a variable or thu indicated product of a numeral and one Or more

variables. Thus x + 2, and 3x + 5ab2 are polynomials.

PACKAGE COAL: Given two polynomial', you should be able to
perform any of the basic operations with them.

PACXAGE OBJECTIVES:

1. Given two polynomials, write their sue in simplest'
form, and check the sum by substitu2iou.

2. Gi'm an equation in which symbols of grouping are
used to indicate addition or subtraction, solve it.

3. Given two monomials, or a monomial to be used as a
factor more than once, writs their product.

4. Given a polynomial and a monomial, write their product,
and solve related applied problem.

5. Given two polynomials, write their product and
solve related applied problems.

6. Given a polynomial, raise it to a given power and
solve related applied problems.

7. Given a problem in dividing monomials, write the
quotient.

8. Given an expression in which exponents of zero,
negative exponents or both occur, write it in
simple form.

9. Given a polynomial, divide it by a given ummizl.

10. Given a polynomial divide it by a given polynomial.
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I. U. #03-06-01

ADDING POLYNOMIALS
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You will need to recall that:

03-06

1. Similar terms are terms that are exactly alike or
that differ only in their numerical coefficients.

2. To simplify an expression combine its similar terms.

ramarrEs:

1. When asked to write the definition of monomial,
binomial, trinomial, or polynomial, write it.

2. Given a monomial, write its degree.

3. Given a polynomial, write its degree.

4. Givaa a polynomial, arrange it in either increasing
or decreasing degree in a particular variable.

5. Given a polynomial, write it in simple form.

6. Given two polynomials, write their sum in simplest
form.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Study page 205. (Objectives 1, 2)

2. Study page 206. (Objectives 3, 5)

3. Study page 207. (Objective 4)

4. Do the even numbered oral exercises 2 - 20 Page 207.
(Answers are in the Teacher's Edition) (Objective 5)

5. Do the even numbered oral exercises 22 - 30 Page 207.
(Answers are in the Teacher's Edition) (Objective 4)

6. Write some of the odd numbered part A written exercises
page 208. (Answers race in the back of your text book)

7. If you like challenges and puzzles you will want to
try some of the part B exercises, pages 208, 209.
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Criterion Teat 03-06-01-01

1. (a) Write the definition of a monomial.

(b) Writs the definition of a binomial.

(c) Write the definition of a trinomial.

(d) Writs the definition of a polynomial.

2. Write the degree of the monomial.

(a) 70b2c (b) 4sys2

3. Write the degree of the polynomial.

(a) 3aca + Say + atia (b) sa + say* ya

4. Amuse in decreasing degree of y.

(a) 30 + Smy + 25y2

5. Writs in simple form.

(a) (5T - 6) + Cr+ 7)

(b) x2 47 4' Y2

(b) (3r + 2s) + (St + 28)

6. . Writs the earn in simplest form.

(a) 17r2 + 9r + 2 and r - 5 + 9r2

(b) T3 - 12 + 3 and 2T3 - 3T2 + 2T

5



Criterion Test 03-06-01-02

1. (a) Write the definition'of a monomial.

(b) Write the definition of a binomial.

(c) Write the definition of a trinomial.

(d) Write the definition of a polynomial.

2. Write the degree of the monomial.

(a) 3z2y2 (b) 2xye

3. Write the degree of the polynomial.

(a) 5x4 + 3x3y3 + xy

(b) 3xy + 2x + 1

4. Arrange in decreasing degree of x.

(a) X2Y3Z4 303,27C

(b) 4 + x2s2 +

5. Write in simple form.

(a) (x2 + 3x + 2x2) + (x2 - 5x + 3x2)

(b) (3a2 + 4) + (522 22)

6. Write the sum in simplest form.

(a) a2 + ab - b2 and 51b + b2 a2

(b) (25x2 + 36y2) + 1(10x2 - (6y;2))



Criterion Test 03-06-01-03

1. (a) Write the definition of a monomial.

(b) Write the definition of a binomial.

(c) Write the definition of a trinomial.

(d) Write the definition of a polynomial.

2. Write the degree of the monomial.

(a) 25x2y3s4 (b) 3xY

3. Write the degree of the polynomial.

(a) 5a2 + 2ab + b2 (b) 3a + 2b + c

4. Arrange in increasing degree of x.

(a) x2 + 3xy + y2 (b) 25x4 + 5 + 20x3 + x + 23(2

5. Write in simple form.

(a) (5ab + 3 + 2) + (4ab + 5 - 2ab)

(b) (6x + 4y) + (5x + 2a)

6. Write the sum in simplest form.

(a) 6x2 + 3a + 4 and (4 + 3a + 6)

(b) 5x + 4 + x2 and 5 + 4x + x2
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Answers to Criterion Tests

Teat 03-06-01-01

1. ia) A monomial is a term which is either a numeral (9)
Or a variable (x) or an indicated product of a
numeral and one or more variables (3x or 5x2y).

(b) A binomial is a polynomial having two terms.

(c) A trinomial is a polynomial having three terms.

(d) An indicated sum of monomials is a polynomial.

2. (a) 9 (b) 4

3. (a) 2 (b) 4

4. (a) 25y2 + Sxy + 3x2 (b) y2 - sly + X2

5. (a) 6T + 1 (b) 8r + 40

6. (a) 26r2 + lOr - 3 (b) 3T3 - 4T2 + 2T + 3

Test 03-06-01-02

1. (a) A monomial is a term which is eitbar a numeral (9)
or a variable (x) or an indicated product of a
numeral and one or more variables (3x or 5x2y).

(b) A binomial is a polynomial having two terms.

(c) A trinomial is a polynomial having three terms.

(d) An indicated sum of monomials is a polynomial.

2. (a) 4 (b) 6

3. (a) 6 (b) 2

4. (a) -36r2a + x2,73z4 + xys lb) x:222 + 7xyz + 4

2

5. (a) 9x2 - 2x (b) 8a2

6. (a) 6ab (b) 35x2
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Answers to Criterion Tests (Cont.)

Test 03-06-01-03

1. (a) A monomial is a term which is either a numeral (9)
or a variable (x) or an indicated product of a
numeral and one or more variables (3x or 5x2y);

(b) A binomial is a polynomial having two terms.

(c) A trinomial is a polynomial having three terms.

(d) An indicated sum of monomials is a polynomial.

2. (a) 9 (b) 2

3. (a) 2 (b) 1

4. (a) y2 + 3xY X2 (b) 5 + x + 2x2 + 200 + 252:4

5. (a) 7ab + 10 (b) }Ix + 4y + 2a

6. (a) 6x2 + 6a + 14 (b) 212 + 9x + 9

9



I. U. #03 -06-02

SUBTRACTING POLYNOMIALS
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OBJECTIVES:

03-06

1. Given an expression in which symbols of grouping
are used to indicate an addition or subtraction,
rewrite the expression without the symbols of
inclusion to grouping.

2. Given an equation in which symbols of grouping
are used to indicate an addition or subtraction,
rewrite the equation without the symbols of
inclusion. to grouping.

3. Given an equation in which symbols of grouping
are used to indicate an addition or subtraction,
solve it.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Study page 209. (Objectives 1, 2, 3)

2. Do enough of the odd authored exercises in Sly,
pages 210, 211, to be sure you have achieved
Objectives 1, 2, 3.

3. If you like challenges and puzsels you will
want to try some of the part B exercises on
page 211 or even some of the part C exercises
on page 212 SM. (Reinforcement of objectives
1, 2, 3).
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Criterion Test 03-06-02-01

1. Rewrite without the symbols of grouping.

(a) (4a + 3b) + (8a + 5b)

(b) + 6h I: 9) - (25 - 10h + h2)

2. Rewrite without the symbols of grouping.

(a) (-2 - 3a) - (4 - a) i (3 - a) - (5 - a)

(b) (5a + 6) - (4a - 2) IN (2a + 8) - (5a + 4)

3. Solve:

(a) (3a + 4) - (5a + 2) (8a - 2) - (4a + 4)

(b) (5a - 5) - (-3a 2) f (2a + 8) - (-2a + 5)

Criterion Test 0306 -02 -02

1. Rewrite without the symbols of grouping.

(a) tic + 5) + (3x - 8)

(b) (2x - 10) - (5x - 5)

2. Rewrite without the symbols of grouping.

(a) (28 - 5) - (38 - 2) in (58 + 4) - (-29 + 2)

(b) (3x + y) - (2x - y) (x + y) - (7x - 2Y)

3. Solve.

(a) (3x - 3) - (-5x - 4) g (3x + 6) (-3x 7)

(b) (5x + 2) - (4x + 2) so (2x + 4) - (2x + 2)

12



Criterion Teat 03-06-02-03

1. Rewrite without the symbols of grouping.

(a) (2x + y) + (2x + 3)

(b) (-2x - y) - (-2x - y)

2. Rewrite without the symbols of grouping.

(a) (2x - 3y) - (4y + 5) (27 - 8) - (87 - 2)

(b) (4x - 2) - (-4x - 2) (-4x - 2) - (4x + 2)

3. Solve.

(a) (4x + 4) - (2x - 2) (2x + 6) - (4x - 6)

(b) (x + 4) - (-s + 4) (-2 + 4) - (-x ..- 4)

13



Answers to Criterion Tests.

Teat 03-06-02-01

1. (a) 4a + 3b + 8a + 5b (b) + 61)-+' 9 - 25 + 10h -; h2

2. (a) -2 - 3a - 4 + a 3 a 5 + a

(b) 5a + 6 - 4a + 2 2a + 8 - 5a - 4
13. (a) a ma 1 1 (b) a 1
2

Test 03-06-02-02

1. (a) x + 5 + 3x - 8 (b) 2x - 10 - 5x + 5

2. (a) 26 - 5 - 3s + 2 l 5s + 4 + 26 - 2

(b) 3x + - 2x + y x + y - 7x + 2y

3. (a) x 0. (b) x 2

Teat 03-06-02-03

1. (a) 2x + y + 2x y (b) -2x y + 2x + y

2. (a) 2x - 3y - 4y 5 2y 8 - 8y + 2
(b) 4x - 2 + 4x + 2 -4x - 2 - 4x- 2

3. (a) x 1 1 (13) x 4

14



I. U. #03-06-03

PRODUCTS AND POWERS OF immix



OBJECTIVES:

1.

03-06

When asked to write "The Rule of exponents for
nultiplication", write, "For all positive integers
sk and n, ba bn n

2. When asked
power of a
integer a,

3. When asked
power of a
integers

to mite "The rule of exponents for a
product", write, "For every positive
(ab)m es ea ba."

to write "The rule of exponents for a
power," write, For all positive
and n, (bm)n ban ."

4. Given two monomials, or a monomial to be used as
a factor more than once, write their product.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Study page 212, SH and do some of the odd numbered
part A exercises on page 213. (Objective 1 and its
application). -(Parts-b-and_Cfor fun and

2. Study page 214, SH, and do eome of the odd numbered
exercises part A, page 215. (Objectives 2, 3, 4)
(Parte 8 and C for fun and reinforcement)
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Criterion Test 03,06-03-01

1. Write the rule of exponents for multiplication.

2. Write the rule of exponents for a power of a product.

3. Write the rule of exponents for a power of a power.

4. Write the product.

(a) 4b(3b)3

(b) ab3(-a2)

(c) (ab2)2(-4a2)2

(d) (a2bc)2(ab2c)2(-Abc3)4

Criterion Test 03-06 -03-02

1. Write the rule of exponents for multiplication.

2. Write the rule of exponents for a power of a product.

3. Write the rule of exponents for a power of a power.

4. Write the product.

(a) (x2)(2x3)

(b) (33E273)3

(c) (2 3 x) 2

(d) (x2yz 3)(-5xy2z)2(2x2y2z)

17



Criterion Teat 03-06-03-03

1. Write the rule of exponents for multiplication.

2. Write the rule of exponents for a power of a product.

3. Write the rule of exponents for a power of a power.

4. Write the product.

(a) (25x2y)(2x4y4)

(b) (5x2y3z4)4

(c) (2x2y) (-2x;y)3(x2y2)

(d) (2 3 4 202

IS



Answers to Criterion Tests

Test 03-06-03-01

1. For all positive integers a and n, be bn u be + n

2. For every positive integer a, (ab)u as ba

3. For all positive integers a and n, 0019n bun

4. (a) 108b4 (b) -a3b3 (c) 16a6b4 (d)

Test 03-06-03-02

1. For, all positive integers a and. bill bn .ba+ n

2. For every positive integer s4 (6b)e aw. be

3. For all positive integers a and *4 (hm)n bun

4. (a) 2x5 Cb) (c) 36x2 (d) 50xy7s6

Test 03-06 -03-03

1. For all positive integers a and n, be bn be + n

2. For every positive integer u4 (do)a am be

3. For all positive integers a and n, (ble)n ban

4. (a) 50%67 (b) 623xey12216 (C) -16z1076

(d) 576x;
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I. U. #03-06-04

MULTIPLYING A POLYNOMIAL BY A MONOMIAL
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O3JECTIV118:

03-011

1. Gives a polyseedal sod a areoulal, write their
product and solve related epplis: problems.

ACTITITISS:

1. Study pep 114,

2. (1) Write sem" of the odd moored part A written
exeraises to be cartels that you sea sultiply

pelyeemlal by a aseia/. Ti. prebebly viii
vast to try Kee of the pert r sad C exercises
to be eves yea as is yeee bowled. to solve
a related ogestioo. (Obiettlys 1)

(2) Write the odd wises/ part problems is page
11$. (Objective 1)

(3) If yes like ehallessee mod puss*. you will
meat to try the port $ peebteas is pp 211.
atelafereemet 01 .bestirs 1)

It



Criterion Test 03.06-4441

1. (a) Find the product.

1. (30 + 1)(43)

2. (x2 - 3* + 4)(3axi

(b) Solve.

1. Writs an exproilion for the atea et a
rectangle whose lad* is S inches Shorter
than its length.

2. Write an expression for the ails of 4 tilangle
*hose height is four inches more than the
length of its base.

Criterion Test 02-0644-02

1. (a) Find the product.

1. (4y2 + 3y + 2y)(10ab)

2. (a2 + b2 + c2)(ebs)

(b) Save.

1. Write as expression for the distance traveled
by a car Aids traveled at silos per hour
for 2 hours and then traveled tee miles per
hour faster for the nest two hours.

2. Write expression for the area of
Paralllograls wham leagth is seven tithes
sore than its height.



Criterion Test 03-06-04-03

1. (a) Find the prodvst.

1. (3ebe + 2ab + a) (abc)

2. (30 + bel + 0)(30)

(b) Solve.

1. Write an espreselea for the disteace you
travel is 2 hours at (200 4.1) miles per
hour and than four hours at four tines
that speed.

2. Write an expressing) for the area of a
trapesoid the sum of whose bases is 12
inches sere than its height.

23



Answers to Criterion Testa

Test 03-06-04-01

1. (a) 1. 12x3 + 8x2 + 4x

2. 3ax3 - 9ax2 + 12ax

(b) 1. X2 5X

2
X2 4x

.
2

Test 03-06-04-02

1. (a) 1. 40y3ab + 30y2ab + 20yab

2. a3bc + ab3c + abc3

(b) 1. 4V + 20

2. 112 711

Test 03-0604-03

1. (a) 1. 3a2b2c2 2a2b2c a2bc

2. 9z8 + 6x10 + 3x11

(b) 1. 3600 + 18V

2.
H2 + 12H

24



I. U. .03-06-05

MULTIPLYING Ti A POLYNOMIALS
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OBJECTIVES:

Given two polynomials, write their product and solve related

applied problems.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Study page 219, SK, and write enough of the odd numbered
part A problems, so that you are sure that you can
emltiply two polynomials together. You will probably
went to try some part B and C problems for reinforcement.

2. Study paragraph 6, 7 on pages 220, 221, St,, and do the
odd numbered pert A problems.

3. If you like challenges and pusiLis you will want to try
some of the part B and C problems.

26



Criterion Test 03-06-05-01

1, (A) Write the product.

1. (3a + 4b)(2a + 2b)

2. (3a + 4b) (a b)

3. (2a + 3b) (-a - b)

4. (2a - 3b)(a - b)

(B) Solve:

1. A swimming pool is bordered by a 3 foot sidewalk.
If the pool is twice as long as it is wide, and
the sidewalk has an area of 396 square feet, what
are the dimensions of the pool?

Criterion Test 03-06-05-02

1. (A) Write the product.

1. (2a + 3b)(3a + 2b)

2. (-2a + 3b)(3a + 2b)

3. (2a - 3b)(3a + 2b)

4. (2a - 3b)(3a - 2b)

(B) Solve:

1. The area occupied by a two inch frame around a
picture that is four inches longer than it is
wide, is U. square inches. What are the
dimensions of the pictura?

27



Criterion Test 03-06-05-03

1. (A) Write the product.

1. (4x - 2y) (2x - 2y)

2. (-3x - y) (2x - 2y)

3. (3x + y)( -2x - 2y)

4. (x + y) (x + y)

(B) Solve:

1. A rectangular patio has a 4 foot strip of grass
along both sides and its length, and is beside
the house along its length. If the patio is
twice as long as it is wide and the grass has an
area of 352 square feet, what are the dimensions
of the patio.

28



Answers to Criterion Teats

Tpat 03-06-05-01

1. (A) 1. 6a2 + 14ab + 8b2

2. 342 ab - 4b2

3. -2a2 - 5ab - 3b2

4. 2a2 - 5ab + 3b2

(B) 1. 40 ft by 20 ft.

Test 03-06-05-01

1. (A) 1. 6a2 + 13db + 6b2

2. -6a2 + 58b + 6b2

3. 6a2 - 5ab - 6b2

4. 6a2 - 13ab + 6b2

(B) 1. 4 inches by 8 inches

Test 03-06-05-01

1. (A) 1. 8x2 - 12xy + 4y2

2. -6x2 + 4xy + 2y2

3. -6x2 - 8xy - 2y2

4. X2 2xy + y2

(B) 1. 20 feet by 40 feet

29
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!OWLS 07 POLYWEIALS
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03-06

OBJECTIVES:

1. Given a polynomial, raise it to a given power and

solve 'elated applied problems.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Study page 223 "Powers of Polynomials," in SH and Wite
enough of the odd numbered part A exercises so that you
are certain that you can raise a polynomial to a given
power. You will probably want to try a few of the part
I and C exercise* to be sure you can do more complicated
ones.

2. Write the odd numbered part A problems on page 224 and
225 of SM. If you like challenges and puzzles you will
want to try some of the part B problems.

31



Criterion Test 03-06 -06-01

1. (A) Raise to the given power.

1. (x + 1)2 3. (x - y)2

2. (2x - 02 4. (la - 2b)3

(b) Solve:

1. After a square picture is framed with three inch
frame the picture and frame together occupy 150
squaxe inches sore than the picture alone. What
are the dimensions of the picture?

Criterion Teat 0}r46-06-02

1. (A) Raise to the given power.

1. (a + b)2 3. (2a 3'h)3

2. (a - b)2 4. (x 1)2

(B) Solve:

1. The difference of the squares of two consecutive
even integers is 92. Find the integers.

Criterion Test 03-06-06-03

1. (A) Raise to the given power.

1. (x - y)2

2. (3x + 2y)
s

(B) Solve:

4. (3x - 2y) 3

1. The difference between the squares of two consecutive
odd integers is 45. find the Integers.
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Answers to Criterion Tests

Test 03-06- 06-01

1. (A) 1. z2 + 2: + 1 2.

3. x3 - 3:2y + 3:y2 - yl

4. 270 - 544,2b + 36ab2 - 8b2

(1) 1. 12 inches on each side.

4:2 - 4xy - y2

Test 0111-06-06-02

1. (A) 1. a2 + 2ab + b2 2. a2 - tab +

3. Ba3 - 36a2b + 54ab2 - 270

(3) 1. 1.1--snd-tit-or--11-snit--.413

Test 03- 06- 06-03

4. :3 + 3x2 + 3: + 1

4

1. (A)

(B)

1.

3.

4.

1.

x2 - 2xy + y2

---r1

2.

- 8y3

9z2 + 12my + 4y2

)9:27 + 33[412

27:3 - 54z2y + 36:y2

11 and 13
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I. U. #03-06-07

THE QUOTTEVT OF POWERS
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OBJECTIVES:

1. When asked to write a stateillent of the property of quotients,

write, "For all real numbers it and y and all non zero

real numbers c and d I

2. When asked to write the rules of emponents for division,

write, "For all positive integers m and n and non taro

real numbers b:

If a> n, then hm - n
--
big

bm 1
If m 4 n, then

bn bn m

3. Given a problem in dividing monomials, use the rules
of exponents for division together with the property
of quotients to write the quotient.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Study pages 225, 226, and 227. (Objectives 1, 2, 3)

2. Write enough of the odd numbered part A exercises
on page 228 to be sure that ycn have achieved objective 3.
You will also want to do a few of the part B exercises
to be sure you can do more complicated types of exercises.
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Criterion Teat 03-06-07-01

1. Write a statement of the property of quotients.

2. Write the rules of exponents for division.

3. Write the quotient:

(A)
x10

x3

3

(B)

r
10

(C)
- 10a2b10

51110132

(D) -10x2yz

-(2xy2z)2

36



Criterion Test 03-06-07-02

1. Write a statement of the property of quotients.

2. Write the rules of exponents for division.

3. Write the quotient:

(A) l5

a2

(B)
AS

(C)
-12ab2c3

6abc5

(D)
-18x2yz 10

-(3xyz)2
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Criterion Test 03-06-07-03

1. Write a statement of the property of quotients.

2. Write the rules of exponents for division.

3. Write the quotient:

(A) a20c4
abc2

(B) 4151'4°
a10b2c3

(C) (-10ab)2

10ab

(D) (-4)2(0)2

(2)2(3xyz)3
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Answers to Criterion Tests

Test 03-06-07-01

For all real numbers x.Add yand all nonzero real

,

numbers c and a, Ta d

2. For all positive integers m and n and nonzero real

bmnumbers b: If m > n, then bm n

bn

3. (A) x7

If m < n, then

(B)

bm

bn bn m

8
(C)

28 b

(D) 5
a 2y3z



Answers to Criterion Tests (Cont.)

Test 03-06-07-02

1. For all real numbers x and y and all nonzero real

numbers C and 4 Mel

2. For all positive integers m and n and nonzero

real numbers b: If m a n, then Elm 4

b4

If m < n, then ?I'm
0 ion m

1

3. (A) a3

1

(11)

( -C)

c2

2b

2
(D) 2z8
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Answers to Criterion Teats (Cont.)

Criterion Test 03-06-07-01

1. For all real numbers x and y and all nonsero real numbers

L and 4 W. I

2. For all positive integarim and n and nonzero real

numbers b:

If M > n, then
b hp - ft

bn

bmif m < ti, then it al 1
6- bn

3. co ab2c2

b2

a5

(C) 10ab

(D)
4z3

27340
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I. U. #03-06-08

ZERO AND NEGATIVE EXPONLIITS

42



OBJECTIVES:

1. When asked to define b write, "b - 1 for every

nonzero real number b,"

2. When asked to define powers with negative exponento

write, " et

b""

and bR m1on.

b

3. Given an expression in tibia exponents of zero or a

negative exponent or both are used, writs an equivalent

expression using only positive exponents.

4. Given a fraction, express it as a product of powers.

5. Given an expression in which exponents of zero or negative

exponents or both occur, writs an equivalent polynomial

in simple form.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Study pages 229, 230 "Zero and Negative Exponents ", SM.
(Objectives 1, 2, 3, 4, 5)

2. Write the odd numbered part A euercises on page 231.
(Objectives 3, 4, 5)

You will probably want to try some of the part I
exercises also.
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Criterion Teat 0-06-08-0i

1. Define b'.

2. Define "powers with negative exponents".

3. Write an equivaisat expression using only positive
aspassate.

(A) ab-61 (S)
-

(C) Cab -2).
b

4. Express as a product of powers.

3t7() -7 1".
2

(C)

12

7° 7-3 7-3

3. Write an equivalent polynomial in simple fore.

(A) Im1/4 22i--g2

I2

(C)

(1,2) -1

-2

44

(1)
el 410

a 7 411r2



(C)
40,

.44l'1"*.i

45

...:**,,,t.. ft41 t

tork

(1) I,_
(4>)":41

* 44.
A>



Criterion Teat 03-06-08-03

1. Deftne b°.

2. Define powers with negative exponents.

3. Write an equivalent expressiott uslem only positive
exponents.

3107-2

(A)
a
-2

"Is

(C) _s

(5) (x2y-2210)0

4. Express as a product of powers.

a2
kA) (5)

DI b2

x-*
(C)

-3

5. Write an equivalent polynoul (1 in simple fors.

(A)
(abc2)0

(xyz2) -1

-2

(rs2)-1

2

(abc2)4)

(C) gab),

(01)-1 xy-1
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Anavere

Test

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

to Criterion

03- 06- 08-01

60 1 for

0 =

Teats

every nonzero real number 6.

and b4 1 for every nonzero real number b.

bn

(3) 04 (C) 1

(I) x-273 (C) K2,3

(11) 584 ..7x72

2
b-n

12--(A)

(A) x3y-a

(A) 6:4

Teat 01-06-06-02

1. 0 1 for every nonzero real number b.

2. el 1

b"
and 6-4 ..4; ior every nonzero real number 6.

b'

3. (A) (3) ab3 (C) b2
a

4. (A) u3ts-2 (3) X474 (C) xy 4m -2n

5. (A) 2a1 (3) Sxy (C) -93:573
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Answers to Criterion Test (Cont.)

Test 03-106-011-03

1. WI 1 for every saguaro real number b.

2. b4 ..--
b--1--n

s2
3. (A) 7

4. (A) sib -1

S. (A) 2mys2

and b -4 "i for every nonzero real number b.

(1) 1 (C) 1!
714

(1) a "b 2 (C) 1'473

(5) 3rs2 (C) loamy
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I. U. #03- 06-09

DIVIDING A POLYNOMIAL BY A 13110241AL

49



You will need to recall:

The distributive axiom and how to divide one monomial into

another monomial.

OBJECTIVES:

1. Given a polynomial, divide it by a given monomial.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Study page 232, SH, and do enough of the odd numbered
part A exercises to be sure you have met the objective.
You will probably want to try a few of the part B
exercises to reinforce your new skill. If you like
challenges and puzzles you may want to try some of
the more difficult part C exercises on page 234.
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Criterion Test 03-06-09-01

1. Divide:

(A)
14x2 - 12x

-2

(C)
35KT2 - 28KT + 7KT2

iIr

Criterion Test 03-06-09-02

1. Divide:

25a3b3 + 15a2b3 + 5ab
(A)

5ab

(B)
ax2 + bx - c

abc

(C)
16x573 + 8x472

-40y2

(D)
28x5 - 16x3 - 20x

-4x2

Criterion Test 03-06-09-03

5x3 + 1012 + 15x

5

(B)
15n + 5m2 + 10m3

m*

25x2y2 + 10xy + 5
(C)

-5xy

(D)
3y3

-Y
2

51

(B) 2513 15y2 + 30y

-5y

CD) 25 14
_x y3



Answers to Criterion Tests

Test 03-06-09-01

1. (A) 7 + 6x

(C) 6T - 4

Test 03-06-09-02

1. (A) 5a2b2 + 3ab2 + 1

(C) -4x2y - 2x

Test 03-06-09-03

1. (A) x3 + 2x2 + 3x

(C) -5xy - 2 - ;LT

52

(B) - 5y2 + 3y - 6

(D) -xy + x2y

TA x2 .x 1
(B) bc 74; ab

(D) -7x3 + 4x +1

(B) 15 + 5m + 10m2

(D) -By3 + 3y



I. U. 1103-06-10

DIVIDING A 1414:1110141AL sy..k -POLYNOMIAL

, Si



You will need to recall:

What is meant by the degree of a variable.

OBJECTIVES:

1. Given a polynomial, arrange it in order of decreasing

degree of one variable.

2. Given a polynomial, divide it by a given polynomial.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Study the top of page 207, SM. (Objective 1)

2. Study pages 234 and 235,. SR. (Objective 2)

3. Do enough of the odd numbered part A exercises on
page 235; SM, to be sure that you have achieved
objective 2. You may wish to try some part B or C
exercises for the fun of it or for reinforcement of
objective 2.
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Criterion Teat 03-06-10-01

1. Arrange in order of decreasing degree of x.

(A) az+ ba2 +

2. Divide:

(A) 6x2 - 28x + 30 2x - 6

x2 - 12x + 40
(B)

- 6

(C) 7 - 13a + 6a2 2a - 3

(B) 25x + 13 + 45x2 + x3

Criterion Test 03-06-10-02

1. Arrange in order of decreasing degree of y.

(A) ax2 + arc + a2y2 + a

(B) 5 + 3y + 4x3y3

2. Divide:

(A) P2 - P 32 P + 5

2a + 8 + a3 - 5a2
(B) a - 2

(C) x2
x y
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Criterion Test 03-06-10-03

1. Arrange in order of decreasing degree of a.

(A) x2 + ax + a2

(B) 14 + 3a2 + 3a

2. Divide:

(A) c2 - 3c + 28 * c - 7

(B) x2 - 19x + 6 + 6x3 2x - 3

(C)
6a3 + 6a2 - 2a - 12

a2 - 2
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Answers to Criterion Teets

Test 03-06-10-01

1. (A) tx2 + ax + c

2. (A.) 33c 5

(C) 3a - 2 4. 3u-t.3

(3) z3 45:2 + 23z + 13

(3) z - 6 + 3-7:-/.

Test 03-06-10-02

1. (A) aly2 arc ax2 4. a or a2y2 ays a 4. ax2

(B) 4m2y2 0y2 ly 5 or 4012 + 3y + 5

2
2. (A) P - 6 -

(B) a2 - 3e - 4

2_(C) 2_+ 2, - x -

Test 03-06-10-03

1. (A) a2 + ex 4. x2

(B) 3a2 + 3a + 14

2. (A) c 4 4.
56

c - 7

(B) 3x2 + 5x - 2

(C) 6a + 6 4.
10a

a2 -2
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